FEELING INSPIRED? BECOME A PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVIST. GIVE GENEROUSLY.

Chinook Fund is where organizers come to do the deep work of changing society
- Invite your friends and build community committed to social change.
- Plan our Grantee event in June, 2015. Secure in-kind donations or corporate sponsorships.
- Participate in a van tour to a Grantee organization.
- Become a member of our community-led Grantmaking Committee.
- Give a meaningful gift or spread it out as a monthly sustainer.
- Transfer stock or assets.
- Consider a bequest or trust to secure the future of activism.
“ANOTHER WORLD THAT IS POSSIBLE”

At Chinook Fund, we’ve always believed that you, our donors, are partners in social change. By the simple act of giving a monetary gift, you are part of a movement. You represent our collective will for change. Together we strengthen Colorado’s progressive network so that it is denser, more durable, and more influential.

Together Chinook Fund’s leaders, volunteers, funders and grantees

* Seek deep changes in opinion, values, and mobilization strategies.
* Focus on strategies for decreasing inequality and removing injustices.
* Struggle to right a criminal justice system and develop enforcement that cooperates with and preserves community.
* Help mend an immigration system that is broken, unfair, and out of touch with our values of human rights and dignity.
* Build networks of concern to defend both our environments and rights that we have already won.

The power of Chinook Fund’s grants is not simply in who we give to, but also in how we give. From bottom up, we are able to develop and integrate our community impact on these important causes. Because community activists play a crucial part in awarding grants, novel ideas and adaptive methods make our giving more fluid and responsive to changing landscapes. Our knowledge – supported by site visits, independent research and personal relationships – is unrivaled in the local marketplace. We ground the investment choices for you because we are on the ground in the community.

This is the power of philanthropic investment. At Chinook Fund we ensure that the minimum goes to administrative costs so that more of your dollars goes to frontline activism. With your help, Chinook Fund has given out more than $2.5 million since 1987.

Please, help us keep on funding the best people on the ground, those who really know best how to achieve essential social change. Help Chinook Fund stay at the fulcrum of positive change for Colorado.
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Chinook Fund supports community-based organizations working on issues of social and economic justice throughout Colorado. A community foundation, Chinook Fund pools the resources of individuals and businesses to support the best of peer-reviewed grassroots organizations working for social change to improve the quality of life for all Coloradans.

Over the past 27 years Chinook Fund has seeded over 317 organizations focused primarily in these areas of change:
"Not only does the Growing Project grow food, but we grow community around food. We work hard to ensure that everyone has a full belly, access to education, and the opportunity to improve their own lives. However, our growth could not happen without the amazing support of organizations like the Chinook Fund.

Chinook Fund saw our worth in the numerous people we help and pounds of food we donate. Their funding has enabled us to work with over 75 at-risk youth, 50 low-income families/individuals, and produce and distribute over 7,500 pounds of healthy food to people in need so far in 2014. Chinook Fund’s generosity has truly made a difference in helping to ameliorate the lives of the people of Fort Collins."
“El Centro’s partnership with Chinook Fund has allowed the organization to become a mainstay in the organizing and social justice community. Chinook Fund engenders true participation by community members in the grant decision-making, like few others. Aside from traditional reports to be submitted, the site visits by Chinook Fund volunteer grant committees offer insights and analysis that are unique and reflect diverse community experiences.

El Centro regards Chinook Fund as more than a funding partner, it really is a community. To be a part of this community implies a responsibility to promote democratic norms within our organizations and an unyielding commitment to build power for social justice.”
“Second Chance Center began as a mobile movement, literally, from the vehicle of its founder. Chinook Fund has been the impetus for additional support able to be garnered by taking an initial chance on a budding movement. The support of Chinook Fund does not stop with grant awards. The partnership, movement building assistance and role model-ship is an important part of the Chinook Fund follow through.

Chinook Fund gave SCC a sense of validation, enhanced its legitimacy in the eyes of many, and made us feel A PART of something bigger than ourselves...bigger than our vision.”
“We are organized very differently than a lot of other organizations which makes it difficult to qualify for other kinds of grants and support. Chinook Fund was the first organization to have confidence in our ability to have an impact on the homeless community. We are excited and grateful.”
“VORP is excited to be a part of the Chinook Fund family. Receiving a Chinook Fund grant is an opportunity for us to continue to be held accountable to our values as a social justice organization. It is often times easy for organization to sacrifice these values for funding however being a Chinook Fund grantee will give us the opportunity to push those values even further into our work.

It is so refreshing to not have to “water down” the work we do as an organization that is not seen as “romantic charity work” instead we are encouraged, rather, pushed to be true to our values, build a sustainable movement that can change individual lives and communities. Thank you Chinook Fund!”
2013 - 2014 GRANTEEES

BURMA COMMUNITY RANGERS
Through the grantee partnership with the Chinook as a second year grantee, BCR, helps its community members as well as measures the outcomes of that assistance. BCR has learned how to identify mainstream partners who want to provide home owner services and in 2013, BCR had 27 people in their home ownership program.

CAFÉ CULTURA
The connection between justice and art is real but often not fully realized - Cafe Cultura is the embodiment of social change through artistic expression. Youth participants find deep roots in culture through spoken word workshops that develop breathtaking performers who gaining national acclaim with their powerful statements.

COLORADO JOBS WITH JUSTICE
A 2013 victory for DIA security guards joining SEIU Local 105, partial victory for Auraria campus janitors over unsafe working conditions and English-only management meetings, and a 2012 victory with Denver Fair food's support of Florida farmworkers, are only some the results of the impressive movement building Colorado Jobs with Justice (COJWJ) has accomplished in the past few years. This local chapter of national Jobs with Justice network, COJWJ partners with many fair labor groups in our state to focus on exploitative corporate practices.

COMPAÑEROS
Colorado and immigration policy reform have a complicated relationship that is not moving quickly enough. In rural areas of the state, few groups are standing strong in the fight for immigrant and Latino rights like Compañeros, a veteran grantee of Chinook Fund. Despite divestment by the Catholic Campaign for Human Development as a result of LGBTQ affiliation; Compañeros continues to provide ‘know your rights’ trainings and legal advocacy for constituents in rural Durango, Colorado.

EASTSIDE GROWERS
From an ugly lot to a flourishing community garden, the Eastside Growers space has cultivated so much more than food for the neighborhood community in North East Park Hill. Creating a safe space to grow community connections, this collective leadership draws upon traditional agriculture practices to inform members and grow holistically.

FOURTH WORLD CENTER
With the objective to build a movement of revolutionary indigenous conscious raising among indigenous youth, and alliance-building with non-indigenous allies, the Fourth World Center aims to reverse 520 years of genocide and oppression of indigenous people. After returning from a UN Permanent Forum, a group of youth will embark on a year-long campaign in Denver and on regional Indian reservations to educate Indigenous people and allies to challenge the government/corporate theft of indigenous resources.

GREENLEAF
Food deserts and lack of access to food make Greenleaf and important youth development forum; middle and high school students involved grow food that impacts 434 community members and produce a viable CSA as well as curriculum they teach through local schools.

HISPANIC AFFAIRS CENTER
Hispanic Affairs Project is exemplary in the immigrant movement building scene, especially in the rural area in which it is based. In the past year, HAP has been integral in the following successes: granting access to in-state tuition rates at state institutions of higher education for undocumented Colorado high school graduates, repealing SB 90, Colorado’s terrible “show me your papers law”, and creating a new Colorado Driver’s license for undocumented Colorado residents.

RISE COLORADO
Three young women created RISE Colorado to address the cycle of disenfranchisement regarding the public education system in low-income and minority communities by educating, engaging, and empowering low-income and minority families about educational inequity and mechanisms to bring about the changes they want to see in the school system.

SOMALI AMERICAN COMMUNITY CENTER
Immigrant re-settlement, particularly for Somali refugees, is often a traumatizing and marginalizing process. SACCC strives to increase community awareness of the Somali population in Metro Denver as well as provide direct services to ensure self-sufficiency of those involved with the center.

THEATRE ESPRIT ASIA
Theater Esprit Asia (TEA) boasts an impressive repertoire and staggering growth in the past two years since the inception of this first ever Asian-American Theatre Company; working across generations and speaking from within communities, TEA gives voice to Asian experiences in Colorado and across the globe. TEA engages deeply with the community in after-show discussions, school performances, and has won several local awards including Westword’s best of 2013.
CHINOOK FUND HAS AWARDED 16 ORGANIZATIONS WITH $79,584 IN GRANTS THIS YEAR

$.73 of each dollar spent by Chinook Fund is expended to support programs/mission.

The organization’s total support and revenue increased $51,957 or 21% which was attributed to investment earnings during the fiscal year 2014.

The organization’s total expenses decreased $40,528 or 14%.
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